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a b s t r a c t
Subresultants appear to be approximants of the resultant, and can
be defined, in the univariate case so far, for a couple of Laurent
series while the concept of resultant does no longer make sense.
Extending the definition of Hermite polynomials to Laurent series
we compute the subresultants of two Hermite–Laurent series.
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1. Introduction
In the present paper, we define a sequence (fn)n∈Z in Laurk
(
X−1
)
, the so-called reduced Hermite–
Laurent series, for which it is possible to give the subresultants by explicit linear combinations of the
fn’s. Defining such families of Laurent series is not a new idea. It has been done for instance by S. Roman
in Roman (1983), although his Hermite–Laurent series is a bit different from the onewe shall use here.
Also, similar computations could be made with families of Laurent series constructed from Legendre,
Chebyshev, Laguerre or other classical polynomials, which is the subject of future research.
The question whether it is possible to find a condition, in terms of subresultants, on two functions
admitting asymptotic expansions, for having a common zero is still open. This is our main motivation
for defining subresultants of Laurent series and computing explicit examples.
The notion of subresultants of two polynomials goes back to Sylvester himself. They happen to be,
roughly speaking, a degree-decreasing sequence of polynomialswhich appear as the partial quotients,
while computing the greatest common divisor by Euclid’s algorithm. It is clear from their definition
using Sylvester determinants as in (1). That is why they are employed in algorithmic computations
(see for instance Collins, 1967; Brown and Traub, 1971; Brunie and Saux Picart, 2007; Ducos, 2000;
Kerber, 2006). On the other hand, if k is a commutative ring, f , g ∈ k [X], andm, n, t ∈ Z are integers
such that t 6 min (m, n), then the relation
Subres(t+1)m+1,n+1 (Xf , Xg) = X Subres(t)m,n (f , g) ,
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allows the extension of the subresultant to a pair of elements in k [X]X , the localization at X of k [X].
Now, uniform continuity of the subresultant with respect to the X−1-adic metric (5), implies, thanks
to the uniformly continuous extension theorem, that subresultants extend to the completion of k [X]X ,
namely Laurk
(
X−1
)
, the k-algebra of Laurent series in X−1 with coefficients in k. Such a Laurent series
writes as
a0Xm + a1Xm−1 + · · · + am + am+1X−1 + · · ·
where ai ∈ k. It happens that most formulae concerning subresultants of two polynomials, are still
valid in this new context, although the resultant does not exist anymore, for the sequence of subre-
sultants is now infinite.
2. Computation formulae
Here we collect the computation formulae used in the paper. Proofs can be found in Apéry (2007).
Hereafter, prin(t)m,n (f , g) denotes the principal subresultant, that is the coefficient of the Laurent series
Subres(t)m,n (f , g) in degree t (notice that it is not always equal to the leading coefficient since it could
vanish while the subresultant does not). Letm, n, t ∈ Z be integers such that t 6 min (m, n), and let
f =
∑
i>0
uiXm−i ∈ L6m, g =
∑
i>0
viXn−i ∈ L6n,
where L stands for Laurk
(
X−1
)
, and L6m is the subset of those Laurent series whose degree is less or
equal tom.
Definition: Let (m, n, t) 6= (m,m,m). Then
Subres(t)m,n (f , g) = U (t)m,n (f , g) f + V (t)m,n (f , g) g, (1)
with
U (t)m,n (f , g) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u0 u1 · · · um+n−2t−2 Xn−t−1
0 u0 · · · um+n−2t−3 Xn−t−2
...
. . .
. . .
...
...
0 · · · 0 u0 u1 · · · um−t−1 1
v0 v1 · · · vm+n−2t−2 0
0 v0 · · · vm+n−2t−3 0
...
. . .
. . .
...
...
...
0 · · · 0 v0 · · · vn−t−1 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
and
V (t)m,n (f , g) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u0 u1 · · · um+n−2t−2 0
0 u0 · · · um+n−2t−3 0
...
. . .
. . .
...
...
0 · · · 0 u0 u1 · · · um−t−1 0
v0 v1 · · · vm+n−2t−2 Xm−t−1
0 v0 · · · vm+n−2t−3 Xm−t−2
...
. . .
. . .
...
...
...
0 · · · 0 v0 · · · vn−t−1 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.
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Specialization: Let k′ be a commutative ring, k h→ k′ be a ring morphism and hL : L → L′ :=
Laurk′
(
X−1
)
its coefficient-wise extension. Then
Subres(t)m,n (hL (f ) , hL (g)) = hL
(
Subres(t)m,n (f , g)
)
. (2)
Symmetry:
Subres(t)n,m (g, f ) = (−1)(m−t)(n−t) Subres(t)m,n (f , g) . (3)
Bihomogeneity: Let a, b ∈ k. Then
Subres(t)m,n (af , bg) = an−tbm−tSubres(t)m,n (f , g) . (4)
Continuity: The map
Subres(t)m,n : L6m × L6n −→ L6t (5)
is uniformly continuous in the sense of the X−1-adic metric.
Bézout formula: Suppose that t 6 n 6 m, and that f =∑
i>0
uiXm−i and g =∑
i>0
viXn−i. Then we have
Subres(t)m,n (f , g) =
∑
l>0
Tm−n,m−t,l (f , g) X t−l, (6)
with
Ts,u,l (f , g) :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
vu−s+l vu−s−1 · · · v0 · ·
...
...
. . .
. . . ·
vu−1+l vu−2 · · · v0
d1,u+l d1,u−1 · · · d1,1
...
...
...
du−s,u+l du−s,u−1 · · · du−s,1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
and
di,j =
∑
r>0
∣∣∣∣ui−1−r uj+rvi−1−r vj+r
∣∣∣∣ .
Type dependence: Let m′ > m, n′ > n. We assume that if t = m = n, then m′ = m and n′ = n, or
m′ > m and n′ > n. Then we have
Subres(t)m′,n′ (f , g) = εun
′−n
0 v
m′−m
0 Subres
(t)
m,n (f , g) , (7)
where
ε =
{
(−1)(n−t)(m′−m)
0
ifm = m′ or n = n′
if not.
Laplace rule: Assume that n 6 m and let h ∈ k [X]6m−n. Then
Subres(t)m,n (f + hg, g) = Subres(t)m,n (f , g) . (8)
Covariance: Let a, b, c, d ∈ k and t 6 n. Then
Subres(t)n,n (af + bg, cf + dg) =
∣∣∣∣a bc d
∣∣∣∣n−t Subres(t)n,n (f , g) . (9)
Partial multiplicativity: Let m, n, p, t ∈ Z such that t 6 min (m, n) and (m, n, t) 6= (m,m,m), and
let h = a0Xp + · · · ∈ L6p. Then we have
Subres(t+p)m+p,n+p (hf , hg) = am+n−2t−10 hSubres(t)m,n (f , g) . (10)
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Base change: Let d > 1, s 6 dmin (m, n), a0 ∈ k× and ϕ = a0Xd + · · · ∈ k [X]6d. We assume that
m 6= n or s 6 dmin (m, n)− 1. Then we have
Subres(s)dm,dn (f ◦ ϕ, g ◦ ϕ) = εaδ0
(
prin(t)m,n (f , g)
)d−1
Subres(t+s0)m,n (f , g) ◦ ϕ, (11)
where t = ⌊ s+1d ⌋, s = dt + s0, δ = d (mn− t2)− t (1+ 2s0), and
ε =
1(−1)(min(m,n)−t)(d−1)0
if s0 = 0
if s0 = −1
if not.
3. Definition
The classical nth Hermite polynomial is defined to be
Hn (X) :=
b n2c∑
i=0
(−1)i n!
i! (n− 2i)! (2X)
n−2i (12)
where n ∈ N. It satisfies the following recursive relation
Hn − 2XHn−1 + 2 (n− 1)Hn−2 = 0 (13)
for n > 1, with the initial condition
H0 = 1.
Relation (13) does not allow to define H−1. Nevertheless, Olinde-Rodrigues formula (see for instance
Apéry, 2007 p. 159) writes
Hn (X) = (−1)n eX2 d
n
dXn
(
e−X
2
)
, (14)
and suggests to consider the integral
eX
2
∫ +∞
X
e−t
2
dt,
or, in other words, the differential equation
H ′ − 2XH + 1 = 0. (15)
It appears that Eq. (15) has no polynomial solution, and has a unique solution in Laurk
(
X−1
)
, the k-
algebra of Laurent series in X−1 with coefficients in k := Z [1/2], the localized ring of Z at 2. It writes
H−1 :=
∑
i>0
(−1)i (2i)!
i! (2X)
−1−2i . (16)
Now, using (13), it is possible to extend the definition of Hn to negative values of n, so that we are led
to define the Hermite–Laurent series of index n to be
Hn :=
∑
i>0
(−1)i (2i− n− 1)!
i! (−n− 1)! (2X)
n−2i for n < 0.
They satisfy, by definition, recursive relation (13). It is clear that Hn ∈ Laurk
(
X−1
)
, degHn = n ∈ Z ,
and the leading coefficient of Hn is
lcHn = 2n.
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It is convenient to consider the reduced Hermite–Laurent series of index n, denoted by hn, and
defined by
hn (2X) = Hn (X) ,
so that
hn =

b n2c∑
i=0
(−1)i n!i!(n−2i)!Xn−2i if n > 0∑
i>0
(−1)i (2i−n−1)!i!(−n−1)! Xn−2i if n < 0
∈ LaurZ
(
X−1
)
.
The leading coefficient of hn is equal to 1, and the hn’s satisfy the recursive relation
hn − Xhn−1 + 2 (n− 1) hn−2 = 0. (17)
Example 1. In particular we haveh2 = X
2 − 2, h1 = X, h0 = 1,
h−1 = X−1 − 2X−3 + 12X−5 − 120X−7 + · · ·
h−2 = X−2 − 6X−4 + 60X−6 − 840X−8 + · · · .
Since we are interested in computing subresultants, the following application of the base change
formula (11) is relevant.
Subres(t)m,n (Hm,Hn) = 2mn−t(t+1)Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) .
4. Subresultants
Let (fn)n∈Z be a sequence in Laurk
(
X−1
)
. Let us denote by Vectk [f•] the k-module generated by
the fn’s, by Vectk
[
f>m
]
the k-module generated by the fn’s for n > m, and similarly with Vectk
[
f6m
]
.
Assume that the fn’s are subject to a recursive relation such that
Xfn ∈ Vectk [f•] .
It is clear that if f ∈ Vectk [f•], then Xf ∈ Vectk [f•], so by induction Xnf ∈ Vectk [f•], and by linearity
Pf ∈ Vectk [f•] for any polynomial P ∈ k [X]. Therefore, we may write down
Vectk[X] [f•] = Vectk [f•] .
By the definition of the subresultant by a determinant, it follows that if t 6 min (m, n)with (m, n, t) 6=
(m,m,m), then
Subres(t)m,n (fm, fn) ∈ Vectk[X] [f•] = Vectk [f•] . (18)
From now on the ground ring will be Z unless otherwise noted.
Lemma 1. Let p > 0, m ∈ Z, and f ∈ Z [X]6p. Then
fhm ∈ VectZ
[
h>m−p
]
.
Proof. We have hm ∈ VectZ
[
h>m
]
and by relation (17) Xhm ∈ VectZ
[
h>m−1
]
. Now, by induction and
relation (17), it follows that
Xphm ∈ VectZ
[
h>m−p
]
.
The result follows by linearity. 
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Theorem 2. We assume that (m, n, t) 6= (m,m,m). Then we have
Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) ∈ VectZ
[
(hs−2i)06i6i0
]
where
s =
{
t
t − 1
if mn+ (m+ n+ 1) t is even
if not
and
i0 =
{b(|m− n| − 1) /2c
b|m− n| /2− 1c
if mn+ (m+ n+ 1) t is even
if not.
Proof. Firstly, notice that, since deg hn = n, the family {hn}n∈Z is a basis for the free Z-module
VectZ [h•]. Moreover, by (18), since deg Subres(t)m,n 6 t , it follows that
Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) ∈ VectZ
[
h6t
]
(19)
for all (m, n, t) 6= (m,m,m). Secondly, we have
hn (−X) = (−1)n hn (X) , (20)
so that, applying bihomogeneity formula (4), we get
Subres(t)m,n (hm (−X) , hn (−X)) = (−1)(m+n)t Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) . (21)
On the other hand, by base change formula (11), we get
Subres(t)m,n (hm (−X) , hn (−X)) = (−1)mn Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) (−X) . (22)
Combining (21) and (22), we obtain
Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) (−X) = (−1)mn+(m+n)t Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) (X) .
Now, ifmn+ (m+ n+ 1) t is even, then
Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) (−X) = (−1)t Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) (X) ,
so that, by (19) and (20), we get
Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) ∈ VectZ [ht , ht−2, ht−4, . . .] = VectZ
[
(ht−2i)06i
]
. (23)
It results from the definition of the subresultant by a determinant that
Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) = Uhm + Vhn
with
U ∈ Z [X]6n−t−1 , V ∈ Z [X]6m−t−1 .
Since, by Lemma 1, we have
Uhm ∈ VectZ
[
h>m−n+t+1
]
, Vhn ∈ VectZ
[
h>n−m+t+1
]
we deduce that
Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) ∈ VectZ
[
h>t+1−|m−n|
]
. (24)
Combining (23) and (24), we have
Subres(t)m,n (hm, hn) ∈ VectZ
[
(ht−2i)06i
] ∩ VectZ [h>t+1−|m−n|] = VectZ [(ht−2i)06i6i0]
with i0 = (|m− n| − 1) /2.
We proceed similarly ifmn+ (m+ n+ 1) t is odd. 
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Let us remark that, if m = n and t 6 m − 1, then we have Subres(t)m,m (hm, hm) = 0, something
which is in accordance with Theorem 2 provided that we set
VectZ [∅] = 0.
Notice that, ifm− n is odd, i.e.m− n = 2r + 1, thenmn andm+ n+ 1 are even and i0 = |r|, so that
Theorem 2 writes
Subres(t)n+2r+1,n (hn+2r+1, hn) ∈ VectZ
[
(ht−2i)06i6|r|
]
.
Since the leading coefficient of ht is equal to 1, we get
Subres(t)n+2r+1,n (hn+2r+1, hn) = prin(t)n+2r+1,n (hn+2r+1, hn) ht + α1ht−2 + · · · + α|r|ht−2|r|, (25)
with α1, . . . , α|r| ∈ Z. Similarly, if m − n is even, i.e. m − n = 2r , and n + t is even, i.e. t = n − 2u
with u > 0, then
Subres(n−2u)n+2r,n (hn+2r , hn) (26)
= prin(n−2u)n+2r,n (hn+2r , hn) hn−2u + β1hn−2(u+1) + · · · + β|r|−1hn−2(u+|r|−1),
with β1, . . . , β|r| ∈ Z. Ifm− n = 2r , and t = n− 2u− 1 with u > 0, then
Subres(n−2u−1)n+2r,n (hn+2r , hn) = γ1hn−2(u+1) + γ2hn−2(u+4) + · · · + γ|r|hn−2(u+|r|), (27)
with γ1, . . . , γ|r| ∈ Z. In particular
prin(n−2u−1)n+2r,n (hn+2r , hn) = 0.
4.1. The case m = n+ 1
We obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 3. For t 6 n, we have
Subres(t)n+1,n (hn+1, hn) = prin(t)n+1,n (hn+1, hn) · ht
and
prin(t)n+1,n (hn+1, hn) = 2(n−t+1)(n−t)/2
n∏
i=t+1
(−i)i−t . (28)
Proof. The first equality is nothing but (25) with r = 0. The second equality goes as follows. We first
assume that t 6 n− 2. We get
Subres(t)n,n−1 (hn, hn−1) (29)
= Subres(t)n,n−1 (2Xhn−1 − 2 (n− 1) hn−2, hn−1) (17)
= Subres(t)n,n−1 (−2 (n− 1) hn−2, hn−1) (Laplace rule)
= 2n−1−t (1− n)n−1−t Subres(t)n,n−1 (hn−2, hn−1) (bihomogeneity)
= 2n−1−t (1− n)n−1−t Subres(t)n−1,n (hn−1, hn−2) (symmetry)
= (2 (1− n))n−1−t Subres(t)n−1,n−2 (hn−1, hn−2) (type dependence).
Then, for t 6 n− 1 6 −2, we have
Subres(t)n,n−1 (hn, hn−1) (30)
= (−2n)t−n Subres(t)n+1,n (hn+1, hn) (index change)
= 2(−n−1)(2t−n+2)/2 ((−n)!)t
−n∏
i=2
ii · Subres(t)−1,−2 (h−1, h−2) (induction)
= 2(−n−1)(2t−n+2)/2
−n∏
i=2
it+i · Subres(t)−1,−2 (h−1, h−2) .
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Setting t = n− 1, we get
hn−1 = Subres(n−1)n,n−1 (hn, hn−1) (definition)
= 2(−n−1)n/2
−n∏
i=2
in−1+i · Subres(n−1)−1,−2 (h−1, h−2) (30),
so that, setting u = n− 1,
Subres(u)−1,−2 (h−1, h−2) = 2(u+2)(u+1)/2
−u−1∏
i=2
i−u−i · hu, (31)
and
prin(u)−1,−2 (h−1, h−2) = 2(u+2)(u+1)/2
−u−1∏
i=2
i−u−i (32)
for u 6 −2. Therefore, by Theorem 2 combined with (30) and (32), we have
prin(t)n,n−1 (hn, hn−1) = 2(n−t)(n−t−1)/2
−t−1∏
i=1−n
i−i−t
= 2(n−t)(n−t−1)/2
n−1∏
i=t+1
(−i)i−t
for all t 6 n− 1. This completes the proof for n 6 −1. The equality is clearly valid for t = n− 1. For
n = 0 and t 6 −2, we have
prin(t)0,−1 (h0, h−1) = 2−1−t prin(t)−1,−2 (h−1, h−2) (29)
= 2t(t+1)/2
−2∏
i=t+1
(−i)i−t (32)
= 2t(t+1)/2
−1∏
i=t+1
(−i)i−t ,
which is in accordance with (28). Now let us assume that n > 1 , so that hn and hn−1 are polynomials
and
prin(t)n,n−1 (hn, hn−1) = 0
for t < 0. Hence (28) is still valid in this case. If 0 6 t 6 n− 2, we apply (29) inductively to get
prin(t)n,n−1 (hn, hn−1)
= (2 (1− n))n−1−t (2 (2− n))n−2−t · · · (2 (−1− t)) prin(t)t+1,t (ht+1, ht)
= 2(n−t)(n−t−1)/2
n−1∏
i=t+1
(−i)i−t ,
something which is nothing else but (28). This put an end to the proof. 
We get at once the following corollary.
Corollary 4. For t 6 n− 1, we have
prin(t)n+1,n (hn+1, hn) = 2n−t (−n)n−t · prin(t+1)n+1,n (hn+1, hn) .
Proceeding by induction, we deduce what follows.
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Corollary 5.
Subres(t)n+1,n (hn+1, hn) = 0
⇔ prin(t)n+1,n (hn+1, hn) = 0
⇔ t < 0 6 n.
Specializing at t = 0, we find again the following known result (see for instance Apéry and
Jouanolou, 2006 p. 227).
Corollary 6. For n > 0, we have
Resn+1,n (hn+1, hn) = (−1)n(n+1)/2 2n(n+1)/2
n∏
i=2
ii.
Example 2.{
Subres(−1)0,−1 (1, h−1) = h−1
Subres(−3)0,−1 (1, h−1) = 24h−3
Subres(−2)0,−1 (1, h−1) = 2h−2
Subres(−4)0,−1 (1, h−1) = 283h−4.
4.2. The case m = n+ 2
We will make use of the Pochhammer symbol defined by:
(α)i := α (α + 1) · · · (α + i− 1) .
Proposition 7. For t 6 n, we have
Subres(t)n+2,n (hn+2, hn) = λt · hs
and
λt =

22u(u+1)
u∏
i=1
(−n)22i if t = n− 2u
22(u+1)2 (−n)2(u+1)
u∏
i=1
(−n)22i if t = n− 2u− 1
where
s =
{
t
t − 1
if t = n− 2u
if t = n− 2u− 1.
Proof. The following linear combination of successive relations (17):
1
X
2 (n− 2)
∣∣∣∣∣ hn − Xhn−1 + 2 (n− 1) hn−2 = 0hn−1 − Xhn−2 + 2 (n− 1) hn−3 = 0hn−2 − Xhn−3 + 2 (n− 1) hn−4 = 0,
eliminates the coefficients of hn−1 and hn−3, and gives rise to the recursive relation
hn +
(
2 (2n− 3)− X2) hn−2 + 4 (n− 2) (n− 3) hn−4 = 0. (33)
We have
Subres(t)n+2,n (hn+2, hn) (34)
= Subres(t)n+2,n
((
X2 − 2 (2n+ 1)) hn − 4n (n− 1) hn−2, hn) (33)
= Subres(t)n+2,n (−4n (n− 1) hn−2, hn) Laplace
= (−4n (n− 1))n−t Subres(t)n+2,n (hn−2, hn) bihomogeneity
= (4n (n− 1))n−t Subres(t)n,n+2 (hn, hn−2) symmetry
= (4n (n− 1))n−t Subres(t)n,n−2 (hn, hn−2) type dependence,
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for all t 6 n− 2.
Firstly, let us consider the case n− t = 2u > 0. By induction, we get
prin(t)n+2,n (hn+2, hn) = 22u(u+1)
(
u−1∏
i=0
n∏
j=t+1+2i
j
)2
prin(t)t+2,t (ht+2, ht)
= 22u(u+1)
u∏
i=1
(n+ 1− 2i)22i .
Since
(α)2i = (−α − 2i+ 1)2i ,
and using (26) with r = 1, we can write
Subres(n−2u)n+2,n (hn+2, hn) = 22u(u+1)
u∏
i=1
(−n)22i · hn−2u, (35)
for all u > 0 and n ∈ Z.
Secondly, let us consider the case n− t = 2u+ 1 > 1. Induction relation (34) gives
Subres(t)n+2,n (hn+2, hn) = 22u(u+2) (−n)2u
u∏
i=1
(−n)22i · Subres(t)t+3,t+1 (ht+3, ht+1) .
Moreover, it follows from the definition of the subresultant by a determinant and (33) that
Subres(t)t+3,t+1 (ht+3, ht+1) = −ht+3 +
(
X2 − 2 (2t + 3)) ht+1
= 4t (t + 1) ht−1.
Therefore
Subres(n−2u−1)n+2,n (hn+2, hn) = 22(u+1)
2
(−n)2(u+1)
u∏
i=1
(−n)22i · hn−2u−2, (36)
for all u > 0 and n ∈ Z. 
As a straightforward consequence of the proposition we state the following corollaries.
Corollary 8. Let t 6 n− 1, We have
λt = ελt+1
with
ε =
{
2n−t · (−n)n−t
2n−t+1 · (−n)n−t+1
if n− t even
if n− t odd.
Corollary 9.
prin(t)n+2,n (hn+2, hn) = 0
⇔ (t < 0 6 n or n− t odd) .
Specializing at t = 0, we find the following result.
Corollary 10. For n > 0, we have
Resn+2,n (hn+2, hn) =
2n(n+2)/2
n/2∏
i=1
(n+ 1− 2i)22i
0
if n is even
if n is odd.
Example 3.{
Subres(−1)1,−1 (X, h−1) = h−1
Subres(−3)1,−1 (X, h−1) = 26h−3
Subres(−2)1,−1 (X, h−1) = 23h−3
Subres(−4)1,−1 (X, h−1) = 2133h−5.
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4.3. Some expressions
We shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 11. Let m, n, t ∈ Z such that t 6 min (m, n) and let f ∈ LaurZ
(
X−1
)
6m. We have
Subres(t)m,n
(
f , Xn
) = (−1)(m−n+1)(n−t) ∑
n−t−16s
∆
(m)
s,n−t−1,m−n+1 (f ) X
n−s−1
= (−1)(m−n+1)(n−t)
∑
i>0
∆
(m)
i+n−t−1,n−t−1,m−n+1 (f ) X
t−i
where f = u0Xm + u1Xm−1 + · · · and
∆
(m)
s,t,l (f ) :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
us+l ut−1+l · · · ul
us+1+l ut+l
. . .
...
...
...
. . . ut−1+l
us+t+l u2t−1+l · · · ut+l
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
with the convention that ui = 0 for i < 0, and
∆
(m)
s,−1,l =
{
1
0
if s = −1
if not.
Proof. If t = n 6 m, then
Subres(t)m,n
(
f , Xn
) = Xn,
something which is exactly our convention on∆(m)s,−1,l.
If t = m < n, then
Subres(t)m,n
(
f , Xn
) = un−m−10 f = un−m−10 ∑
i>0
uiXm−i.
Since
∆
(m)
n−m−1+i,n−m−1,m−n+1 = un−m−10 ui,
and (m− n+ 1) (n−m) is even, we have
Subres(t)m,n
(
f , Xn
) =∑
i>0
∆
(m)
n−m−1+i,n−m−1,m−n+1X
m−i
= (−1)(m−n+1)(n−m)
∑
n−m−16s
∆
(m)
s,n−m−1,m−n+1 (f ) X
n−s−1.
Now let us assume that t < min (m, n). By partial multiplicativity, we get
Subres(t)m,n
(
f , Xn
) = XnSubres(t−n)m−n,0 (X−nf , 1) ,
and, since
∆
(m−n)
s,u,m−n+1
(
X−nf
) = ∆(m)s,u,m+1 (f ) ,
we may confine our attention to the case n = 0. By Bézout formula we have
Subres(t)m,0 (f , 1) = (−1)t(m−t) Subres(t)0,m (1, f )
= (−1)t(m−1)
∑
l>0
T−m,−t,l (1, f ) X t−l,
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where
Ts,u,l (1, f ) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
uu−s+l uu−s−1 · · · u0 · ·
...
...
. . .
. . . ·
uu−1+l uu−2 · · · u0
d1,u+l d1,u−1 · · · d1,1
...
...
...
du−s,u+l du−s,u−1 · · · du−s,1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
,
and
di,j =
i−1∑
r=0
∣∣∣∣1i−1−r ui−1−r1j+r uj+r
∣∣∣∣ = ui+j−1,
so that
T−m,−t,l (1, f ) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
um−t+l um−t−1 · · · um+1
...
...
. . .
u−t−1+l u−t−2 · · ·
...
u−t+l u−t−1 · · ·
...
...
...
um−2t+l−1 um−2t−2 · · · um−t
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= ∆(m)l−t−1,−t−1,m+1 (f ) .
Therefore, setting s = l− t − 1, we get
Subres(t)m,0 (f , 1) = (−1)t(m−1)
∑
l>0
∆
(m)
l−t−1,−t−1,m+1 (f ) X
t−l
= (−1)−t(m+1)
∑
s>−t−1
∆
(m)
s,−t−1,m+1 (f ) X
−s−1,
and we are done. 
Example 4. For t 6 −2, applying Lemma 11, we have
Subres(t)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = Subres(t)−2,1 (h−2, X) =
∑
i>0
∆
(−2)
i−t,−t,−2 (h−2) X
t−i. (37)
By Theorem 2, we know that
Subres(t)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = α0,tht + α1,tht−2,
so that, by (37),
α0,t = ∆(−2)−t,−t,−2 (h−2) , α1,t = ∆(−2)2−t,−t,−2 (h−2)+ t (t − 1)∆(−2)−t,−t,−2 (h−2) .
We have for instance α0,−2 = 1, α0,−3 = −233, α0,−4 = 27 · 32 · 7 and actually we obtain
Subres(−2)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = h−2
Subres(−3)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = −233Xh−4 = −233 (h−3 − 8h−5)
Subres(−4)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = 2732 (7h−4 − 40h−6) .
In order to state the next theoremwe need to define the Laurent series f̂ ∈ Laurk
(
X−1
)
6m attached
to an even Laurent series f ∈ Laurk
(
X−1
)
62m by
f (X) = f̂ (X2) .
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Theorem 12. Let k be a commutative ring, and f ∈ Laurk
(
X−1
)
62m and g ∈ Laurk
(
X−1
)
62n be even
Laurent series. Then the following relations hold:
Subres(2s+1)2m,2n+1 (f , Xg) = prin(s+1)m,n+1
(̂
f , Xĝ
)
X Subres(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
(38)
for s 6 min (m− 1, n), and
Subres(2s)2m,2n+1 (f , Xg) = (−1)m−s prin(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
)
Subres(s)m,n+1
(̂
f , Xĝ
) (
X2
)
(39)
for s 6 min (m, n).
Proof. Assume first that f , g ∈ k [X] are polynomials and therefore s > 0 since subresultants of
polynomials vanish in negative degree. Let us write{
f̂ (X) = a0Xm + a1Xm−1 + · · ·
ĝ (X) = b0Xn + b1Xn−1 + · · · .
By changing the ground ring k with the field Q (ai, bi : i > 0), we may suppose without lose of
generality, that a0 and d := a0b1 − a1b0 are invertible. If m 6 n, we shall denote by g1 ∈ k [X]62n−2
the polynomial such that
ĝ = a−10 b0Xn−m̂f + ĝ1,
so that,
g = a−10 b0X2n−2mf + g1.
Similarly, if n = m, we shall denote by f1 ∈ k [X]62m−2 the polynomial such that
f̂ = a20d−1Xĝ1 + f̂1,
so that,
f = a20d−1X2g1 + f1.
Ifm = n = s+ 1, we have
Subres(2s+1)2s+2,2s+3 (f , Xg) = Subres(2s+1)2s+2,2s+3 (f , Xg1) Laplace
= a20 Subres(2s+1)2s+2,2s+1 (f , Xg1) = a20Xg1 type dependence
= a20X Subres(s)s+1,s
(̂
f , ĝ1
) (
X2
)
= a0X Subres(s)s+1,s+1
(̂
f , ĝ1
) (
X2
)
type dependence
= a0X Subres(s)s+1,s+1
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
Laplace
= prin(s+1)s+1,s+2
(̂
f , Xĝ
)
X Subres(s)s+1,s+1
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
,
and relation (38) holds. Now we prove the relation by induction onmwhen n = m. We have
Subres(2s+1)2m,2m+1 (f , Xg) = Subres(2s+1)2m,2m+1 (f , Xg1) Laplace
= a20 Subres(2s+1)2m,2m−1 (f , Xg1) type dependence
= a20 Subres(2s+1)2m,2m−1 (f1, Xg1) Laplace
= d2Subres(2s+1)2m−2,2m−1 (f1, Xg1) type dep
= d2 prin(s+1)m−1,m
(̂
f1, Xĝ1
)
X Subres(s)m−1,m−1
(̂
f1, ĝ1
) (
X2
)
induction
= a20 prin(s+1)m,m
(̂
f1, Xĝ1
)
X Subres(s)m,m−1
(̂
f1, ĝ1
) (
X2
)
type dep
= a20 prin(s+1)m,m
(̂
f , Xĝ1
)
X Subres(s)m,m−1
(̂
f , ĝ1
) (
X2
)
Laplace
= prin(s+1)m,m+1
(̂
f , Xĝ1
)
X Subres(s)m,m
(̂
f , ĝ1
) (
X2
)
type dep
= prin(s+1)m,m+1
(̂
f , Xĝ
)
X Subres(s)m,m
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
Laplace,
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so that, by induction, relation (38) holds for m = n. Now, replacing n by n′ = max (m, n) and using
type dependence, we may assume that s+ 1 6 m 6 n. We shall proceed by induction on n. We have
just proved above the relation for n = s + 1. Let p > s + 1 and assume that relation (38) is valid for
n 6 p. Setm+ 1 6 n = p+ 1. We write
Subres(2s+1)2m,2p+3 (f , Xg) = Subres(2s+1)2m,2p+3 (f , Xg1) Laplace
= a20 Subres(2s+1)2m,2p+1 (f , Xg1) type dependence
= a20 prin(s+1)m,p+1
(̂
f , Xĝ1
)
X Subres(s)m,p
(̂
f , ĝ1
) (
X2
)
induction
= prin(s+1)m,p+2
(̂
f , Xĝ1
)
X Subres(s)m,p+1
(̂
f , ĝ1
) (
X2
)
type dep
= prin(s+1)m,p+2
(̂
f , Xĝ
)
X Subres(s)m,p+1
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
Laplace .
This completes the proof for polynomials. Now let f ∈ k [X, X−1]62mand g ∈ k [X, X−1]62n be even
Laurent polynomials. There exists a nonnegative integer p such that X2pf , X2pg ∈ k [X], hence, by
partial multiplicativity and relation (38), we have
Subres(2s+1)2m,2n+1 (f , Xg) = X−2p Subres(2s+2p+1)2m+2p,2n+2p+1
(
X2pf , X2p+1g
)
= X−2p prin(s+p+1)m+p,n+p+1
(
X̂2pf , X · X̂2pg
)
X Subres(s+p)m+p,n+p
(
X̂2pf , X̂2pg
)(
X2
)
= X−2p prin(s+1)m,n+1
(̂
f , Xĝ
)
X2p+1Subres(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
= prin(s+1)m,n+1
(̂
f , Xĝ
)
X Subres(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
,
so that relation (38) is still valid. To put an end to the proof of relation (38), it is enough to say that the
maps {
(f , g) 7−→ Subres(2s+1)2m,2n+1 (f , Xg)
(f , g) 7−→ prin(s+1)m,n+1
(̂
f , Xĝ
)
X Subres(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
are continuous from Laurk
(
X−1
)
6m × Laurk
(
X−1
)
6n to Laurk
(
X−1
)
62s+1 with respect to the X
−1-adic
topology, and that k
[
X, X−1
]
6m is dense in Laurk
(
X−1
)
6m.
Relation (39) works as follows:
Subres(2s)2m,2n+1 (f , Xg) = X−1Subres(2s+1)2m+1,2n+2
(
Xf , X2g
)
partial multiplicativity
= X−1Subres(2s+1)2n+2,2m+1
(
X2g, Xf
)
symmetry
= X−1 prin(s+1)n+1,m+1
(
Xĝ, Xf̂
)
X Subres(s)n+1,m
(
Xĝ, f̂
) (
X2
)
(38)
= prin(s)n,m
(̂
g, f̂
)
Subres(s)n+1,m
(
Xĝ, f̂
) (
X2
)
= (−1)m−s prin(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
)
Subres(s)m,n+1
(̂
f , Xĝ
) (
X2
)
symmetry . 
Corollary 13. If f ∈ Laurk
(
X−1
)
62m and g ∈ Laurk
(
X−1
)
62n are even Laurent series, then we have the
following relations.
prin(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
)
Subres(2s+1)2m,2n (f , g) = (−1)s+1 prin(s+1)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
)
Subres(2s)2m,2n (f , g)
prin(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
)
Subres(2s+1)2m,2n+1 (f , Xg) = prin(s+1)m,n+1
(̂
f , Xĝ
)
X Subres(2s)2m,2n (f , g)
prin(s+1)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
)
Subres(2s+1)2m,2n+1 (f , Xg) = (−1)s+1 prin(s+1)m,n+1
(̂
f , Xĝ
)
X Subres(2s+1)2m,2n (f , g) .
Proof. By base change, we get{
Subres(2s+1)2m,2n (f , g) = (−1)s+1 prin(s+1)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
)
Subres(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
Subres(2s)2m,2n (f , g) = prin(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
)
Subres(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
,
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something which yields to the first relation. Now, by Theorem 12, we have
Subres(2s+1)2m,2n+1 (f , Xg) = prin(s+1)m,n+1
(̂
f , Xĝ
)
X Subres(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
so that, eliminating Subres(s)m,n
(̂
f , ĝ
) (
X2
)
by an appropriate linear combination, we are led to the
second relation. We get the third relation similarly. 
Notice that it is not possible in general to simplify relations in the above corollary in such a way
that the coefficient either on the left side or on the right one, disappears. We have, in Z for instance,{
prin(−3)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
) = ∆(−1)2,2,0 (̂h−2) = −210325
prin(−2)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
) = −∆(−1)2,2,−1 (̂h−2) = 243 · 7, (40)
so that, by the second relation in Corollary 13,
263 · 5Subres(−5)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = −7X Subres(−6)0,−2 (1, h−2) . (41)
4.4. The case m = n+ 3
It results from (25) that there exists α ∈ Z such that
Subres(t)n+3,n (hn+3, hn) = prin(t)n+3,n (hn+3, hn) ht + αht−2. (42)
Moreover, if t < 0 6 n, then
Subres(t)n+3,n (hn+3, hn) = 0,
and
Subres(n)n+3,n (hn+3, hn) = hn,
so that we may now suppose that either 0 6 t < n or t < n < 0. We shall focus on the cases
n = −1,−2.
4.4.1. Assume n = −1.
We can write
h−1 = h2 ·
(
X2 − 2)−1 h−1 = h2 · (∑
i>0
2iX−2−2i
)
h−1 = Xh2 (X) h (X) , (43)
with 
ĥ :=∑
i>0
aiX−2−i = X−2 + 12X−4 − 96X−5 + 1488X−6 + · · ·
aj :=
j∑
i=0
(−1)i 2j−i (2i)!i! , j > 0.
Now, for s 6 −1, we have
Subres(2s)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = h2Subres(2s−2)0,−3 (1, Xh) (43) and partial multiplicativity
= h2 (−1)1−s prin(s−1)0,−2
(
1, ĥ
)
Subres(s−1)0,−1
(
1, Xĥ
) (
X2
)
Theorem 12 .
On the other hand, we have
Subres(s−1)0,−1
(
1, Xĥ
) = Subres(s−1)−1,0 (Xĥ, 1) symmetry
=
∑
i>0
∆
(−1)
i−s,−s,0
(
Xĥ
)
X s−1−i Lemma 11
=
∑
i>0
∆
(−2)
i−s,−s,0
(̂
h
)
X s−1−i.
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Therefore
Subres(2s)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = h2 (−1)1−s prin(s−1)0,−2
(
1, ĥ
)∑
i>0
∆
(−2)
i−s,−s,0
(̂
h
)
X2s−2−2i
= h2 prin(s−1)−2,0
(̂
h, 1
)∑
i>0
∆
(−2)
i−s,−s,0
(̂
h
)
X2s−2−2i.
Since, by (42), we have
Subres(2s)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = αh2s + βh2s−2 = αX2s + (β + 2s (1− 2s) α) X2s−2 + · · · ,
we deduce that{
α = prin(2s)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = prin(s−1)−2,0
(̂
h, 1
)
∆
(−2)
−s,−s,0
(̂
h
)
β = prin(s−1)−2,0
(̂
h, 1
) (
∆
(−2)
1−s,−s,0 + 2 (s− 1) (2s+ 1)∆(−2)−s,−s,0
) (̂
h
)
.
Similarly, we have
Subres(2s+1)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = h2Subres(2s−1)0,−3 (1, Xh) (43) and partial multiplicativity
= h2 prin(s)0,−1
(
1, Xĥ
)
XSubres(s−1)0,−2
(
1, ĥ
) (
X2
)
Theorem 12,
and
Subres(s−1)0,−2
(
1, ĥ
) = (−1)1−s Subres(s−1)−2,0 (̂h, 1) symmetry
=
∑
i>0
∆
(−2)
i−s,−s,−1
(̂
h
)
X s−1−i Lemma 11.
Therefore
Subres(2s+1)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = h2 prin(s)0,−1
(
1, Xĥ
)∑
i>0
∆
(−2)
i−s,−s,−1
(̂
h
)
X2s−1−2i
= h2 prin(s)−1,0
(
Xĥ, 1
)∑
i>0
∆
(−2)
i−s,−s,−1
(̂
h
)
X2s−1−2i.
As above, we have
Subres(2s+1)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = αh2s+1 + βh2s−1 = αX2s+1 + (β + 2s (−1− 2s) α) X2s−1 + · · · ,
and we deduce that{
α = prin(2s+1)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = prin(s)−1,0
(
Xĥ, 1
)
∆
(−2)
−s,−s,−1
(̂
h
)
β = prin(s)−1,0
(
Xĥ, 1
) (
∆
(−2)
1−s,−s,−1 + 2 (s+ 1) (2s− 1)∆(−2)−s,−s,−1
) (̂
h
)
.
Since {
prin(s−1)−2,0
(̂
h, 1
) = (−1)1−s∆(−2)−s,−s,−1 (̂h)
prin(s)−1,0
(
Xĥ, 1
) = ∆(−1)−s−1,−s−1,0 (Xĥ) = ∆(−2)−s−1,−s−1,0 (̂h) ,
we have just proved the following proposition.
Proposition 14. For s 6 −1, the following relations hold.
Subres(2s)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = (−1)1−s∆(−2)−s,−s,−1
[
∆
(−2)
−s,−s,0h2s
+
(
∆
(−2)
1−s,−s,0 + 2 (s− 1) (2s+ 1)∆(−2)−s,−s,0
)
h2s−2
]
Subres(2s+1)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = ∆(−2)−s−1,−s−1,0
[
∆
(−2)
−s,−s,−1h2s+1
+
(
∆
(−2)
1−s,−s,−1 + 2 (s+ 1) (2s− 1)∆(−2)−s,−s,−1
)
h2s−1
]
,
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where the∆(m)s,t,l’s are relative to ĥ.
Example 5.
Subres(−2)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = −223 (h−2 − 4h−4)
Subres(−3)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = 2732 (h−3 − 4h−5)
Subres(−4)2,−1 (h2, h−1) = −21333 (3h−4 − 20h−6) .
4.4.2. Assume n = −2.
Let us consider the case Subres(2s+1)1,−2 (h1, h−2)with s 6 −2. By Corollary 13, we have
prin(s+1)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
)
Subres(2s+1)−2,1 (h−2, h1) (44)
= (−1)s+1 prin(s+1)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
)
X Subres(2s+1)−2,0 (h−2, 1)
= (−1)s prin(s+1)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
)
X Subres(2s+1)0,−2 (1, h−2) symmetry
= (−1)s prin(s+1)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
)
Xλ2s+1h2s Proposition 7,
with
λ2s+1 = 2−2(s+1)2 (2)−2(s+1)
−s−2∏
i=1
(2)22i .
By base change we also have, for s 6 −1,
Subres(2s)−2,0 (h−2, 1) = prin(s)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
)
Subres(s)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
) (
X2
)
, (45)
so that, by symmetry and Proposition 7,
λ2sh2s = prin(s)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
)
Subres(s)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
) (
X2
)
,
with
λ2s = 22s(s+1)
−s−1∏
i=1
(2)22i .
From (45) we deduce that
prin(s)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
)2 = λ2s,
hence
prin(s+1)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
) = ±2(s+2)(s+1) −s−2∏
i=1
(2)2i ,
so that, using the relation (2)2i = 2 (3)2i−1 for i > 1, we can write down
λ2s+1 = ±prin(s+1)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
)
22(s+1)
2
2−(s+2)(s+1) (2)−2(s+1)
−s−2∏
i=1
(2)2i
= ±prin(s+1)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
)
2s(s+1)
−s−1∏
i=1
(2)2i
= ±prin(s+1)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
)
2s
2−1
−s−1∏
i=1
(3)2i−1 ,
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for all s 6 −2. Replacing in (44), we get
Subres(2s+1)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = Subres(2s+1)−2,1 (h−2, h1)
= ±2s2−1
(−s−1∏
i=1
(3)2i−1
)
prin(s+1)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
)
Xh2s.
Since the leading coefficient of h2s is equal to 1, one can write
Subres(2s+1)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = prin(2s+1)1,−2 (h1, h−2) Xh2s
= prin(2s+1)1,−2 (h1, h−2) (h2s+1 + 4sh2s−1) .
From (38) Theorem 12, it follows that
prin(2s+1)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = prin(2s+1)−2,1 (h−2, h1)
= prin(s+1)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
)
prin(s)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
)
.
Hence, we have
Subres(2s+1)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = ε2s
2−1
(−s−1∏
i=1
(3)2i−1
)
prin(s+1)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
)
Xh2s
= ε2s2−1
(−s−1∏
i=1
(3)2i−1
)
prin(s+1)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
)
(h2s+1 + 4sh2s−1)
where
ε = sgn prin(s)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
) = sgn∆(−1)−s−1,−s−1,0 (̂h−2) .
Since (Lemma 11)
prin(s+1)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
) = (−1)s∆(−1)−s−1,−s−1,−1 (̂h−2)
one can write down
Subres(2s+1)1,−2 (h1, h−2) (46)
= ε (−1)s 2s2−1
(−s−1∏
i=1
(3)2i−1
)
∆
(−1)
−s−1,−s−1,−1
(̂
h−2
)
(h2s+1 + 4sh2s−1)
for s 6 −2. Recall that
∆
(−1)
−s−1,−s−1,−1
(̂
h−2
) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u−s−2 · · · 1 0
u−s−1 u−s−2
. . . 1
...
. . .
. . .
...
u−2s−3 u−2s−4 · · · u−s−2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
with ui := (−1)i (2i+ 1)!/i!.
Now, let us consider the case Subres(2s)1,−2 (h1, h−2)with s 6 −2. By Example 4, we have
Subres(2s)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = α0,2sh2s + α1,2sh2s−2, (47)
with {
α0,2s = prin(2s)1,−2 (X, h−2)
α1,2s = ∆(−2)2−2s,−2s,−2 (h−2)+ 2s (2s− 1) prin(2s)1,−2 (X, h−2) .
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Using Laplace expansion of a determinant and Lemma 11 we get
prin(2s)1,−2 (X, h−2) = prin(2s)−2,1 (h−2, X) = ∆(−2)−2s,−2s,−2 (h−2)
= ∆(−1)−s,−s,−1
(̂
h−2
)
∆
(−1)
−s−1,−s−1,0
(̂
h−2
)
= (−1)1−s prin(s)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
)
prin(s)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
)
.
Similarly, using again Laplace expansion, we get
∆
(−2)
2−2s,−2s,−2 (h−2) = ∆(−1)1−s,−s,−1
(̂
h−2
)
∆
(−1)
−s−1,−s−1,0
(̂
h−2
)
= ∆(−1)1−s,−s,−1
(̂
h−2
)
prin(s)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
)
.
Now (47) writes
Subres(2s)1,−2 (h1, h−2) (48)
= prin(s)−1,0
(̂
h−2, 1
) [
(−1)1−s prin(s)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
)
h2s
+
(
∆
(−1)
1−s,−s,−1
(̂
h−2
)+ (−1)1−s 2s (2s− 1) prin(s)−1,1 (̂h−2, X)) h2s−2] .
To sum up, we state the following proposition.
Proposition 15. For s 6 −2, the following relations hold.
Subres(2s+1)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = ε (−1)s 2s
2−1
(−s−1∏
i=1
(3)2i−1
)
∆
(−1)
−s−1,−s−1,−1 (h2s+1 + 4sh2s−1)
Subres(2s)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = ∆(−1)−s−1,−s−1,0
[
(−1)1−s∆(−1)−s,−s,−1h2s
+
(
∆
(−1)
1−s,−s,−1 + (−1)1−s 2s (2s− 1)∆(−1)−s,−s,−1
)
h2s−2
]
where ε = sgn∆(−1)−s−1,−s−1,0, and the∆(m)s,t,l’s are relative to ĥ−2.
Example 6. For s = −3, we have for instance (40),
prin(−2)−1,1
(̂
h−2, X
) = 243 · 7, prin(−3)−1,0 (̂h−2, 1) = −210325,
so that ε = −1, and therefore
Subres(−5)1,−2 (h1, h−2) = −21433 · 5 · 7 (h−5 − 12h−7) .
By (41) we get
X Subres(−6)0,−2 (1, h−2) = 2203452 (h−5 − 12h−7)
= 2203452Xh−6,
so that
Subres(−6)0,−2 (1, h−2) = 2203452h−6,
something which was already predicted in Proposition 7.
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